To make predictions about the effect of rising global surface temperatures, we rely on mathematical soil biogeochemical models (SBMs). However, it is not clear which models have better predictive accuracy, and a 14 rigorous quantitative approach for comparing and validating the predictions has yet to be established. In this study, we present a Bayesian approach to SBM comparison that can be incorporated into a statistical model selection 16 framework.
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Sensitivity analyses examine how the distributions of model input values influence the distributions of model outputs. In our study, we considered pre-warming C-pool densities as a model input. We performed a 148 sensitivity analysis to observe how the choice of pre-warming C pool densities and C-pool ratios would affect the model fits and posterior predictive distribution of C pool ratios.
150
We compared the model outputs and post-warming response behavior of AWB and CON at equivalent C pool densities and ratios. The fraction of soil microbe biomass C (MIC) density to SOC density has been observed to 152 vary approximately between 0.01 -0.04 (Anderson and Domsch, 1989; Sparling, 1992) , so we used those numbers as guidelines for establishing the ranges of the C pool densities and density ratios explored in our simulations. One 154 portion of the analysis involved running HMC simulations in which we set the pre-warming MIC density at 2 mg C g-1 soil and then varied the SOC density from 50 to 200 mg C g-1 soil in increments of 25, stepping from 0.04 to 0.01 156 in terms of MIC-to-SOC fraction. A second portion of the analysis involved observing the effect of varying prewarming MIC from 1 to 8 mg C g-1 soil while holding pre-warming SOC to 100 mg C g-1 soil.
158
For some combinations of the prior distributions and pre-warming steady state C pool densities (Supplemental Table 2 ), AWB HMC runs wandered into unstable parameter regimes that would prevent the 160 algorithm from reliably running to completion. Consequently, we do not compare simulation results for AWB and CON with pre-warming SOC densities below 50 mg C g-1 soil. Other combinations of prior distribution and pre-162 warming C pool density choices that were not necessarily biologically realistic allowed stable AWB runs with lower pre-warming SOC densities.
164

Information Criteria and Cross-validation
In addition to R2, we used the WAIC, LOO, and Log Pseudomarginal Likelihood (LPML) Bayesian 166 predictive goodness-of-fit metrics to evaluate models with the meta-analysis warming response data. LPML is also an example of cross validation and is calculated similarly to LOO. However, LPML does not account for over-fitting 168 or penalize for parameter count (Christensen et al., 2011) . We used the 'loo' package available for R to calculate our WAIC and LOO values (Vehtari et al., 2017) . A lower WAIC and LOO and a higher LPML indicate a more likely 170 model for a given data set.
Results
172
Parameter Posterior Distributions
We obtained posterior parameter distributions and fits to the univariate response ratio data for both AWB 174 and CON across different pre-warming MIC-to-SOC ratios. Sampler diagnostics for the HMC runs generally indicated convergence for the Markov chains and usable posteriors (Supplemental Fig 5 -7) . We also tracked 176 divergent transitions that indicate the presence of regions of parameter space that are too geometrically confined and difficult to explore by the HMC. Divergent transitions occurred in the AWB HMC runs (Supplemental Fig 9) , 178 though the ratios of divergent transitions to sampled iterations was relatively low for all runs, with none exceeding 0.025. There were no divergent transitions in the CON runs. Effective sample proportion for parameters was 180 generally satisfactory and greater than 0.3 for parameters across various MIC-to-SOC ratios, with total posterior sample sizes of 75,000 to 100,000 iterations (Supplemental Table 4 ).
182
Model Behaviors
The CON curve monotonically decreases in response ratio over time, whereas the AWB curve displays 184 changes in slope sign (Fig 2) . The difference in curve shape is in line with CON's linear system and AWB's nonlinear formulation with more parameters (Allison et al., 2010) . By 50 years after warming, mean fit curves for AWB 186 and CON return to 1.0 after their initial increase (Fig 3c-d) , consistent with prior observations and expectations at steady state (van Gestel et al., 2018; Romero-Olivares et al., 2017) .
188
The 95% confidence interval of first the data point mean does not include the AWB mean, which could negatively impact AWB's quantitative goodness-of-fit and information criteria metrics. However, the 95% model 190 response ratio credible interval suggests that AWB is able to replicate the trend of response ratio increase 1-3 years following warming perturbation, which CON does not. The mean AWB fit also matches the data points after eight 192 years more closely than CON. Visually, though, it is not clear which model provides the better fit.
Sensitivity Analysis of Parameter Distributions to Pre-warming C Pool Densities and Density Ratios
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For both AWB and CON, higher pre-warming SOC corresponds to lower initial response ratio (Fig 3a-b ). For CON, higher initial SOC reduces the magnitude of the mean fit slope and slows the return of the response curve 196 to 1.0. For AWB, more time is needed to reach the peak response ratio and return to pre-warming response ratios. Changing the pre-warming MIC-to-SOC steady state pool size ratio by increasing MIC has a subtle effect on the fit 198 curve; the magnitude and severity of slope changes decreases from MIC = 1 to MIC = 8 mg C g-1 soil (Supplemental Fig 1) . Increasing MIC did not have an appreciable qualitative effect on CON fit.
set. The presence of respiration oscillations has been observed in long-term warming experiments, such as the one taking place at Harvard Forest (Melillo et al., 2017) . It is possible AWB would be quantitatively rewarded in 246 goodness-of-fit metrics over CON for its ability to replicate oscillations in site-specific data sets such as those from Harvard Forest.
248
For an additional check on model realism, we tallied SOC loss percentages from pre-warming SOC stocks after 12.5 years for AWB and CON. SOC losses ranged from 8.14% to 27.1% across both models (Supplemental Fig   250   3 ). These results aligned with a recent comprehensive meta-analysis of 143 soil warming studies (Supplemental Fig  10) . The largest loss of 27.1%, occurring in CON at SOC = 50, is sizable, but the van Gestel et al. meta-analysis 252 included 7 studies measuring losses greater than 20%, with the maximum loss observed at 54.4% (van Gestel et al., 2018) .
254
For both AWB and CON, increasing pre-warming SOC reduced C loss fraction following the perturbation. Varying pre-warming MIC more prominently affected the fraction of SOC lost from AWB compared to CON, with 256 soil C loss increasing as MIC increased. In CON's case, there was a minimal decline in SOC loss as MIC was increased. The larger effect of increasing MIC on the fraction of SOC lost in AWB is likely due to MIC influence on 258 SOC-to-DOC turnover, which is not a feedback included in the CON model. 260
Sensitivity Analysis of C Pool Densities and Density Ratios
262
We performed a sensitivity analysis to check whether the response ratio trends stayed consistent, biologically realistic, and interpretable across a range of pre-warming, steady state soil C densities and pool-to-pool 264 density ratios. For instance, we imposed constraints to reflect that MIC-to-SOC density ratios range between 0.01 and 0.04 across various soil types (Anderson and Domsch, 1989; Sparling, 1992) . CON and AWB response ratio 266 curves exhibited realistic values and qualitatively consistent shapes across all pre-warming SOC and MIC steady state densities, even at less realistic SOC densities above 100 mg C g-1 soil (Fig 3) . There was enough uncertainty in 268 the data that the 95% posterior predictive intervals for the model output always overlapped with the 95% confidence intervals of each fitted data point (Fig 2) . In most cases, the posterior mean response ratio curve also fell within the 270 95% data confidence interval.
We were unable to initiate our pre-warming SOC steady state below 50 mg SOC g-1 soil with the priors and 272 MIC-to-SOC ratios used for AWB. Under 50 mg SOC g-1 soil, AWB HMC runs would not reliably run to conclusion and would terminate due to ODE instabilities. Even at 50 mg SOC g-1 soil, we saw a reduction in 274 independent and effective samples for certain parameters, namely EaV and EaK ( Supplementary Table 13 ). We did not drop under 50 mg SOC g-1 soil for CON, as we sought to compare AWB and CON at similar MIC-to-SOC 276 ranges. Similarly, we were unable to drop our pre-warming MIC steady state below 1 mg SOC g-1 soil. Our experience underscores the challenge of choosing realistic steady state soil C densities, density ratios, and prior 278 distributions to obtain valid model comparisons limited to biologically realistic regimes. The information criteria and cross-validation fit metrics generally indicated higher relative probability and 280 predictive performance for the data at lower pre-warming SOC values for AWB and CON (Fig 5) . The fit results suggest that SOC density of the soil at the sites included in the meta-analysis was likely closer to the lower end of 282 the SOC density ranges examined in our sensitivity analysis. A less pronounced trend toward better fits was observed as pre-warming MIC density was decreased while pre-warming SOC density was held constant 284 ( Supplemental Fig 4) . No clear relationship was observed between MIC-to-SOC ratio and goodness-of-fit in the AWB and CON models.
286
The worsening IC and CV results at higher SOC densities support the notion that pre-warming steady state soil C densities should not be initialized over 100 mg C g-1 soil in AWB and CON when fitting to this meta-analysis 288 data set. The majority of the CO2 respired by soil microbes is sourced from surface soil (Fang and Moncrieff, 2005) , and it is well-documented that the highest SOC densities are in the top 20 centimeters of soil (Jobbágy and Jackson, 290 2000). Pre-warming SOC density was not observed to exceed 50 mg SOC g-1 soil at sites included in the metaanalysis, reaching a maximum of 45 mg SOC g-1 soil for the top 20 cm in one study with alpine wetland soil (Zhang 292 et al., 2014) . 14C measurements of CO2 fluxes suggest that SOC densities representing the source of most heterotrophic respiration in topsoil range between 40 to 80 mg SOC g-1 soil (Trumbore, 2000) . 
Parameter Space Exploration
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